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Abstract: A benchmarking exercise was organized within the framework of the European Action Weather Intelligence for Renewable Energies (“WIRE”) with the purpose of evaluating the performance of state of the art models for short-term renewable energy forecasting. The exercise consisted in forecasting the power output of two wind farms and two photovoltaic power plants, in order to compare the merits of forecasts based on different modeling approaches and input data. It was thus possible to obtain a better knowledge of the state of the art in both wind and solar power forecasting, with an overview and comparison of the principal and the novel approaches that are used today in the field, and to assess the evolution of forecast performance with respect to previous benchmarking exercises. The outcome of this exercise consisted then in proposing new challenges in the renewable power forecasting field and identifying the main areas for improving accuracy in the future.
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1. Introduction

The renewable energy production share is constantly increasing due to both the scarcity of fossil fuel resources and to some strategic incentives made at global level to reduce carbon emissions in the atmosphere. Wind and solar energy play the main role in this process. The related energy production is highly variable in time as well as the weather processes (solar radiation and wind speed) to which they are dependent. Accurate and specific forecasting can help limiting the strong fluctuations, potentially induced in the electricity grid, by facilitating the balancing.

Concerning wind and solar energy forecasting, one can generally distinguish between deterministic and probabilistic approaches [1]. A deterministic approach consists in estimating a unique value of the variable to be predicted for each time-step in the future. A probabilistic approach focuses on informing about the full range of potential events in terms of power generation, for example through a set of conditional probability density functions (PDF) or a set alternative scenarios. In particular, probabilistic predictions can be based either on ensemble models, in which a model is run different times from slightly perturbed initial conditions [2], or otherwise produced using statistical methods (e.g., quantile regression [3]). This provides both a prediction about the probabilities of occurrence of a given event (i.e., produced power greater than a given threshold) and information about the expected uncertainty affecting any issued single value forecast. While deterministic approaches for renewable energy forecasting have been explored for almost 30 years, probabilistic forecasting gained attention only in the last 10 years. By now it is becoming widespread, especially regarding wind energy.

The first publication regarding wind power forecasting appeared in 1984 [4]. Afterwards, in the following decades, an increasing amount of literature has been dedicated to the subject, following the rapid growth of power plant installations in many countries of the world. The most complete reviews of the state of the art in wind power forecasting can be consulted in [5,6], while a range of the most recent deterministic and probabilistic wind power forecasting applications is addressed in [7–9]. Regarding solar energy forecasting, the first attempts made for predicting solar irradiance can be traced back to [10]. Comprehensive reviews of the status of forecasting solar irradiance on different time scales for energy generation are reported in [11,12], while different forecasting techniques to predict solar power output are evaluated and compared in [13,14]. In addition to these references, an interesting review of a wide range of forecasting tools as statistical and computational intelligence models, focused on electricity price forecasting, can be found in [15]. Finally, in terms of comparison between model performance and forecasting approaches, [16–18] provide a useful look at what has been done regarding wind power forecasting.

The European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) Action ES1002 Weather Intelligence for Renewable Energies (“WIRE”) gathers members from 27 European countries and five non-COST institutions in USA, Canada, Australia and Japan [19]. Its aim is to satisfy the requirements to provide the best possible specific weather information for forecasting the energy production of wind and solar power plants, especially in the short-term horizon (i.e., from 0 h to 72 h ahead). Therefore, the team proposed to organize a benchmarking exercise aiming to validate the performance of a range of modeling approaches for renewable generation forecasting [20]. Nowadays, with the constant growth of renewable forecasting methods and technologies as well as operational tools, it becomes increasingly important to define a standardized set of procedures to be used when evaluating and
comparing results of different forecasting approaches applied to different energy sources. Beyond the standardized procedures proposed, the paper provides well-established reference performance values, where researchers and industrials may use as reference to situate the performance of new developments on forecasting models. This novel work was then organized aiming to propose a starting point towards the development of an international benchmarking platform, suitable for all possible applications in the renewable energy forecasting field. In fact, it is the first time that a wide range of both wind and solar, deterministic and probabilistic power forecasting techniques are evaluated and compared on different, real test cases with varying topographical and meteorological conditions. For the first time, several wind and solar prediction methods are evaluated under a common framework at different locations. This allows understanding potential differences in the predictability of the two resources, which is an information of primary importance for power system operators. On the other hand it is demonstrated in the paper that a common evaluation framework, when thoroughly defined, can be applicable for both wind and solar forecasting. The other novelty aspect of the paper is to evaluate the improvement achieved by wind power forecasting in the last 10 years. In fact, for one of the test cases, a comparison between the performance obtained with new modeling techniques and past results obtained in the frame of the ANEMOS EU project [18] is addressed. The exercise was performed on four different test cases for wind and solar power plants in Europe. The available historical data sets include measurements of power output and meteorological variables from the plant monitoring sites, as well as numerical weather prediction (NWP). The participants had access to historical data sets to train their prediction models, but the organizers, to evaluate the submitted forecasts, withheld parts of the data. The participants were free to use any modeling approach, as well as their own numerical weather forecasts (either generated by own models or by weather services). The goal was to produce 3-day ahead point forecasts, with hourly or three-hourly time-steps. Probabilistic forecasts were also requested in form of quantiles of the predicted distribution. The submission of entries included the forecasted values of the power output, as well as a short description of the modeling approach and of the additional inputs, if used.

The evaluation and analysis of the results is based on an updated version of a standardized protocol defined during ANEMOS [21]. Regarding probabilistic forecasts, some of their properties are evaluated on the basis of the framework proposed in [22]. The exercise was well received and gathered participants from all-over Europe and from Japan, India, Australia and USA.

Finally, it should be noticed that some of the results presented in this paper were presented at an early stage in [23]. In this work, the authors are presenting a more comprehensive evaluation covering every aspect of the exercise, adding also a whole new investigation of potential improvement achievable by using higher resolution forecasts on one of the test cases.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a description of the exercise and the test cases; Section 3 describes the evaluation framework; Section 4 presents the results, which are then discussed in Section 5; and conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Description of the Benchmarking Exercise: Setup and Data

Data for two wind farms (Abruzzo, Klim) and two PV plants (Milano, Catania) were used. The power plants were chosen in order to consider different meteorological and topographical conditions, as noticeable in the map of Figure 1 in which their location is shown.
Figure 1. Locations of the wind farms (blue dots) and the PV plants (red dots).

The data sets cover a period of 1.5 or 2 years depending on the case. The organizers, using in each case different models or configurations, also provided meteorological data. Details are thoroughly explained in the following paragraphs.

2.1. General Design Aspects

Data used for the exercise are not public. For this reason, Non-Disclosure Agreements were signed by all the participants and the providers controlled the exchange of data and information. After that, data were provided all at once to the participants. The exercise was announced in January 2013, allowing participants to apply until March 2013 with three months to complete it. The deadline for submission of results was set at the end of June 2013. The organizers evaluated the results after collecting all the submissions. Overall, 33 participants applied for the exercise. They are mainly from research institutions, meteorological services or universities all-over Europe, with also some from Japan, India, Australia and USA. Also, a few participants are from commercial companies. Only 18 deliveries of predictions out of 33 initial applications were received. Most of the participants applied only for the wind or for the PV part of the exercise, only a few for both parts. Just three participants delivered probabilistic forecasts for the wind power part while nobody sent solar probabilistic forecasts.

In order to allow the participants to train their models and to have a common validation period, the data sets were split into a training and a test period as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Training/test period definitions for the different data sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power plant</th>
<th>Training period</th>
<th>Test period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abruzzo</td>
<td>1 January–31 December 2010</td>
<td>1 January–31 December 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klim</td>
<td>1 January–31 December 2001</td>
<td>1 January–31 December 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milano</td>
<td>1 July–31 December 2010</td>
<td>1 January–31 December 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catania</td>
<td>1 January–31 December 2010</td>
<td>1 January–31 December 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Except for Milano, where a 6-month training period was defined, the other cases had a 1-year period available for training purposes. All power and forecast data were available to the participants for the training periods, while for the test periods measured power data were masked for the first 14 days of each month. The 14 day masking was imposed in order to reduce potential cheating by the participants. No observations were made available to the participants during the masked periods that could eventually be used to adjust and unfairly improve predictions. At the same time, the authors wanted to allow a rolling month by month retraining of the prediction models, keeping a static period where observations were not provided. These masked periods were used by the organizers for the evaluation, discarding forecasts received for the remaining days of each month.

2.2. Wind Power

Abruzzo and Klim wind farms were used as test cases for the wind power prediction part. As previously stated, they were chosen due to the great difference in their meteorological and topographical conditions.

The Abruzzo wind farm is located in a complex-terrain area in a central region of Italy, and has a nominal power \( NP \) around 100 MW (for confidentiality agreement, the authors are not allowed to disclose exact information about the wind farm). Hourly power data for the period 01 January 2010–31 December 2011 were provided to the participants. Meteorological data from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) deterministic model were also provided, using 0–72 h ahead runs starting at 12 UTC with 3-hourly frequency and 0.125° horizontal resolution. The forecasts were computed interpolating the gridded data at the wind farm position. The meteorological variables provided are wind speed and wind direction at 10 m height, temperature at 2 m height, boundary layer height and mean sea level pressure.

The Klim test case considers an on-shore wind farm in a flat terrain area of Northern Denmark, with a \( NP \) equal to 21 MW. Hourly power data were provided for the period 1 January 2001–31 December 2002. This data set was already used for comparison in [18]. The same meteorological data by the Danish HIRLAM model used in [18], with 0.15° spatial resolution and hourly time-steps, were provided to the participants. Data were interpolated at the wind farm position. HIRLAM was nested on the ECMWF meteorological fields, which serve as initial and boundary conditions, performing a 0–48 h ahead run every 6 h (\( i.e., \) at 0, 6, 12 and 18 UTC). Wind speed, wind direction and temperature were extracted at model levels 30 and 31 (\( i.e., \) corresponding to about 148 m and 30 m respectively). The ECMWF deterministic model configuration used at that time was TL511, with about 40 km spatial resolution.

The use of lead time 0 in the wind forecasts represents the power predictions obtainable by using the meteorological analysis and can be useful to define a predictability limit at any wind farm. In fact, the meteorological analysis can be seen as the best meteorological forecasts available, not being
affected by errors depending on the lead time. Besides the different complexity of terrain between the two test cases, it should be also noticed the higher availability of wind resource in Denmark rather than in Italy.

2.3. Solar Power

Similarly for wind power, the solar power prediction part of the exercise involved two PV plants representative of different meteorological conditions.

The first PV plant has a $NP$ of 5.21 kW. The plant is located in the suburbs of the city of Milano, in Northern Italy. Hourly power data for the period 1 July 2010–31 December 2011 were available to the participants, along with measured global horizontal irradiance (GHI), direct normal irradiance (DNI) and temperature at 2 m height. Forecasts data of GHI, total cloud cover (TCC) and temperature at 2 m height were obtained by the ECMWF deterministic model by a bilinear interpolation at the plant location. The forecast runs were initialized at 12 UTC, with 3 h time-steps for the period 0–72 h ahead, and a grid spacing equal to 0.125°.

The other PV plant is located in the suburban area of Catania, in Southern Italy, where solar irradiance availability is generally higher than in Northern Italy. The plant is made by the same photovoltaic components as the Milano plant. Hourly measured power, GHI, DNI and 2 m temperature data for the period 1 January 2010–31 December 2011 were available. Forecasts performed with the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) [24] were also provided. RAMS was configured with two nested grids, with a horizontal resolution of 15 km and of 5 km, producing forecasts of GHI, DNI, TCC and 2-m temperature. In the model configuration, the Harrington parameterization [25] was used as the radiation scheme. Bulk microphysics parameterization was also activated in order to account for full moisture complexity. The model was run starting at 0 UTC with hourly frequency and nested on 6 h ECMWF boundary conditions with 0.125° spatial resolution.

3. Evaluation Framework

A common verification framework based on [21] is adopted in order to evaluate the forecasts. The mean absolute error ($MAE$) is used as a ranking criterion. The index can be expressed as follows:

$$MAE = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} |o_i - f_i|$$

(1)

where $o_i$ is the $i$th observed value and $f_i$ the $i$th forecasted value. $MAE$ allows measuring the average error magnitude in the forecasts.

Another common verification index is the root mean squared error ($RMSE$). However, being a quadratic score index, $RMSE$ often gives relatively higher weights to larger forecast errors. $MAE$, on the other hand, is a linear score, i.e., all the individual errors are given the same weight in the average. $MAE$ values are normalized by $NP$ and reported as a percentage. The index is also normalized by the mean power ($MP$) data measured during the test period. In fact, $MAE$ is usually proportional to $MP$. The normalization by $MP$ allows then a fairer comparison of the model performance at sites with different terrain, meteorological conditions and wind resource availability.
Model bias is also calculated over the whole forecast horizon and reported. Bias corresponds to the systematic error and is expressed by the following formula:

\[
\text{bias} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (o_i - f_i)
\]  

(2)

In order to perform an additional evaluation of the best result selected with the MAE criterion, and also to check for statistically significant differences with the second best, the Diebold-Mariano (DM) test [26] is computed. The DM test compares the forecast accuracy of two forecasting methods testing the null hypothesis H0 (i.e., the two competing forecasts have the same level of accuracy) versus the alternative hypothesis H1 (i.e., the second result is actually less accurate than the first one). With a \( p \)-value resulting from the test close or equal to 1 it is difficult to draw conclusions and one simply cannot reject the null hypothesis, while very low \( p \)-values allow accepting H1. DM test is applied on the residuals putting the data over all the lead times together.

Error distributions are also analyzed for the best forecasts of each test case.

The continuous ranked probability score (CRPS) is chosen for ranking the probabilistic forecasts. The CRPS is a common verification index that compares a full probabilistic distribution with the observations, when both are represented as cumulative distribution functions (CDF) [27], and it is expressed as follows:

\[
\text{CRPS} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left( F_i^f(x) - F_i^0(x) \right)^2 \, dx
\]

(3)

where \( F_i^f(x) \) is the CDF of the probabilistic forecasts for the \( i \)th value at each time step and \( F_i^0(x) \) is the CDF of the measurements. CRPS consists then in the mean squared error of the cumulative distribution, and can be reduced to the MAE for a deterministic forecast. The index is computed through numerical integration techniques, based on a discretization of the forecast CDF using its various defining quantiles, as well as the corresponding power measurement. A lower value of the CRPS means better performance. The CRPS has the same dimension as the forecasted variable.

Further verifications of probabilistic performance is made using rank histograms, which assess statistical consistency of a probabilistic distribution (i.e., if the members of a probabilistic distribution are statistically indistinguishable from the observations). In other words, it is verified whether the measured values ranked among the corresponding ordered members equally take any rank in the whole range of the PDF. A perfect result is given by a flat rank histogram, in which the measurements have a uniform probability rank equal to \( \frac{1}{n+1} \). Considering that there can be significant amount of cases with zero production associated with several members equal to zero, the ranks are assigned properly in the evaluation in correspondence of these cases. For each case in which that happens, ranking frequencies of the first \( n \) ranks (where \( n \) is the number of sorted members with zero value associated to a measurement equal to zero) are computed as \( \frac{1}{n} \).

Sharpness, which is an important attribute of probabilistic forecasts, is also assessed with proper diagrams. Sharpness refers to the ability of a probabilistic system to issue forecasts towards the extreme probability classes, for any given threshold. In other words, plotting the relative forecast
frequency (i.e., the number of cases) in each class interval of probability allows checking if the system is sharp.

Other indices can be of interest when evaluating probabilistic forecasts. In this context, the evaluation process is kept on the same metric asked to the participants during the exercise, when CRPS was proposed as main probabilistic ranking index. Having also results based on rank histograms and sharpness diagrams is then enough to assess the general performance of the different forecasts.

Finally, considering that the forecasts are available for three days ahead and, in the case of Klim, there are four runs per day, the authors made some verification checks in the submitted forecasts in order to avoid potential use of additional information by the participants, i.e., future information not available at the moment forecasts are made, giving an advantage. In fact, one participant was excluded after checking that his forecasts for the 24–48 and the 48–72 h ahead horizons consisted in each case in the more recent forecasts for the 0–24 h ahead horizon, issued the following days. This was evident by a clearly recurring pattern in his error trends.

4. Evaluation Results

An id number is assigned to identify each participant in the evaluation, without any reference to their names. Since some participants provided forecasts for both the wind and solar parts of the exercise, the correspondences between ids referring to the same participant in both parts are identified in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test case</th>
<th>id correspondence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>id01  id02  id04  id09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>id02  id03  id04  id06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the forecasting methods used by the participants for both wind and solar test cases are summarized in Table 3 and further explained in this section.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>id</th>
<th>Wind</th>
<th>PV</th>
<th>Probabilistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abruzzo</td>
<td>Milano</td>
<td>Catania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>Own meteorological model + Kalman Filter, Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Ensemble Learning</td>
<td>Own meteorological model + linear regression (random forest)</td>
<td>Own meteorological model + Kalman filter, ANN And ensemble learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>Combination of HIRLAM and GFS + wake parameterization based on atmospheric stability + power curve (density corrected) + ANN</td>
<td>Own meteorological model + output correction using tendency of past production</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>WIRE data + non-linear function approximation between wind speed and direction to wind power output</td>
<td>WIRE data + conversion to power</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>WIRE data + Support Vector Machines</td>
<td>WIRE data + Support Vector Machines</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>WIRE data + ANN</td>
<td>Linear regression between GHI and solar power</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>WIRE data + feed-forward multilayer perceptron ANN</td>
<td>WIRE data + ANN (Multilayer Perceptron with Standard Back Propagation and Logistic Functions)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>WIRE data + power curve obtained by linear interpolation between fitting power values</td>
<td>WIRE data + quantile regression to estimate clear sky production, irradiation and medium temperature + linear regression to explain the rate of clear sky production observed</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model</td>
<td>WIRE data + linear regression model</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>WIRE data + ANN (Multilayer Perceptron with Standard Back Propagation and Logistic Functions)</td>
<td>Combination of WIRE data and WRF ARW model version 2.2.1 using initial and boundary conditions from NCEP GFS + Gaussian Generalized Linear Model</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>WIRE data + average of ensemble ANN initialized with different weights</td>
<td>WIRE data + conditional kernel density estimation with a quantile-copula estimator</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>WIRE data + combination of time series and approximation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Hybrid approach combining physical modeling and advanced statistical post-processing (including a combination model applied on different prediction feeds)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>WIRE data + local quantile regression using wind speed and wind direction as predictors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1. Deterministic Wind Power Forecasts

Figure 2 shows the MAE trends for the Abruzzo test case, whose evaluation is carried out on 0–72 h ahead forecast lead times with 3-h time-steps. MAE values are also calculated on the whole forecast range for the ranking, and are reported in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Error trends of the 0–72 h ahead wind power forecasts starting at 12 UTC for the Abruzzo test case (MAE/NP % and MAE/MP %). MAE: mean absolute error; NP: nominal power; and MP: mean power.](image)

Except for a clear outlier, similar MAE trends are observed, with slightly higher errors for larger lead times. There is, however, a significant difference between the lowest and the highest MAE, which span in about 4 or 5 MAE/NP percentage points, depending on the lead time. Almost all the models show a strong daily cycle with larger MAE values during evening and night hours. Looking at the MAE/MP values, it can be noticed that most of the forecasts range between 50% and 65%, depending on the forecast horizon. The best result is achieved by id06 with a total MAE/NP of 9.0% and a MAE/MP of 50.9%. The DM test applied comparing id06 to the second best (id02, 9.7% MAE/NP and 54.7% MAE/MP) returns a p-value of 3.91 × 10⁻⁶, allowing rejection of the hypothesis that the forecasts have the same accuracy.

The results for the Klim wind farm are shown in Figure 3. In this case, 0–48 h ahead, hourly forecasts are evaluated, considering all four initialization times (i.e., 00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC) together.

The results show a best score of 9.5% MAE/NP and 43.7% MAE/MP, achieved again by id06. The outcome of 8.8% MAE/NP achieved by id04 is not considered, since the participant just provided forecasts for the 0–23 h ahead horizon without considering longer lead times. It is possible to observe a more defined trend with increasing MAE values for larger lead times than for Abruzzo, but with considerably lower dispersion of the error values (i.e., about 1–2 MAE/NP percentage points, depending on the lead time). There are also a couple of outliers probably caused by some basic mistakes in the forecasting method. The DM test applied to id06 versus the second best (i.e., id12, 9.6% MAE/NP and 44.2% MAE/MP) returns a p-value of 1.27 × 10⁻¹⁴₁, meaning that even in this case the hypothesis of same forecast accuracy can be rejected. Overall, some considerations can be drawn with respect to the differences in the error trends between the two sites.
Figure 3. Error trends of the 0–48 h ahead wind power forecasts starting at 0, 6, 12 and 18 UTC for the Klim test case (\(\text{MAE}/\text{NP} \)% and \(\text{MAE}/\text{MP} \)%).

Abruzzo is characterized by a strong daily cycle of power production, which is not observed at Klim. Higher errors during night at Abruzzo are due to higher production during those hours, in fact the average wind power at 0 UTC is 6% higher than at 12 UTC. The authors believe that the increasing trend over lead time observed at Klim is related to the kind of error characterizing the meteorological forecasts. In fact, Klim is located on a flat terrain, where the meteorological forecasts are affected by lower representativeness errors (bad representations of topography, land use, kinematic winds etc.), which are higher for complex-terrain sites like Abruzzo. These kinds of error mask those caused by the decreasing predictability of the atmospheric flows over lead time more at Abruzzo than at Klim. Table 4 reports model bias with respect to NP for both Abruzzo and Klim. Bias is computed as average over the whole forecast period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power plant</th>
<th>id01</th>
<th>id02</th>
<th>id03</th>
<th>id04</th>
<th>id05</th>
<th>id06</th>
<th>id07</th>
<th>id08</th>
<th>id09</th>
<th>id10</th>
<th>id11</th>
<th>id12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abruzzo</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klim</td>
<td>−2.9</td>
<td>−0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>−0.5</td>
<td>−2.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>−2.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>−1.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is possible to extract more information from the error distributions calculated from the best forecast of each test case. The diagrams, produced for the whole forecast range with bins representing 5% of \(\text{NP} \), are reported in Figure 4.

The grey shaded area in each histogram delimits the 5%–95% quantiles interval. In both cases, a tendency to slightly overestimate wind power is noticeable from the positive skew in lower bins, especially for the Klim case. The distribution obtained for Abruzzo is slightly sharper than the one for Klim and shows prediction errors lower than 7.5% of \(\text{NP} \) 67% of the times, while for Klim this happens in 62% of the cases.
In both test cases id06 achieves the best result. His forecasting method is based on the use of meteorological data provided by COST and an application of two statistical approaches combining artificial neural networks (ANN) and generalized linear models (GLM) [28]. The two methods were used separately to learn the non-linear relation between the historical weather forecasts and the wind farm power measurements. The ANN consists in a feed-forward multilayer perceptron with one hidden layer and was optimized with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. In the GLM, a logit function was applied as a link function and the response variable (i.e., wind power) was assumed to be binomially distributed. Wind power production data was normalized between 0 and 1 by division with $NP$. The forecasts of all meteorological parameters were standardized and used as model input together with information about the time of day. ANN and GLM used the same set of input data. Before training the models, power data was filtered manually with respect to non-plausible values. The outputs of the ANN and GLM were then averaged to get a final wind power forecast for each wind farm.

Concerning the forecasting methods used by other participants, it should be noticed that most of them consist of different post-processing techniques applied to the NWP data provided by the organizers. ANNs were used (e.g., id02, id05) with variable performance depending on the case. In the case of id10, forecasting the average of an ensemble of ANN initialized with different weights proves to be quite effective, ranking third on the Klim case. A method based on a combination of time series and approximation (id11) also led to good performance on both power plants.

Further methods were based on other machine-learning techniques, e.g., support vector machines (SVM): id04 applied SVM with fairly good results on Klim, providing forecasts only for the 0–24 h ahead interval; id01 chose to run a non-hydrostatic multi-nested model followed by a combination of Kalman Filter, ANN and Ensemble Learning techniques as post-processing, but with less effective results especially in the case of Klim; id07 used a fitting methodology that divided sample data into bins and computed a power series by minimizing the variance between power values inside the bins and the fitting power, obtaining a power curve by linear interpolation between the fitting power values. The approach was, however, not so effective, especially on Abruzzo.
A Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model was applied by id08, but the lack of data regarding the wind farms (i.e., single turbine data, anemometer measurements on site) didn’t allow setting up a complete post-process and thus obtaining good results.

For Abruzzo, the second best result is obtained by id02 using additional meteorological data from the GFS global model, followed by application of a wind farm model (accounting for wake parameterization based on atmospheric stability) and reconstruction of a density corrected power curve. Data were also processed by an ANN. For Klim, the second best result is achieved by id12 with a hybrid approach combining physical modeling and advanced statistical post-processing, including a combination model applied on different prediction feeds.

4.2. Klim Case—Comparison with Previous Benchmark and High Resolution Model Run

As previously explained, forecast data for Klim are the same used back in 2002 and tested in [18]. HIRLAM spatial resolution at that time was equal to 0.15°, and it was driven by the ECMWF boundary conditions fields with 0.5° resolution. In Figure 5, a comparison between the new results obtained during the current exercise and the results obtained in [18] is addressed. It should be noticed that the amount of available data in [18] was higher. In particular, 2 years of data were used as a training period (from January 1999 to February 2001), while forecast evaluation was performed on data from March 2001 to April 2003.

Figure 5 compares the $\text{MAE}$ as a function of forecast lead time of the best two forecasts from the previous benchmark and the current exercise. In this comparison data for lead time 0 is missing, in fact it wasn’t evaluated at that time. As in Figure 3, the forecasts are compared considering all four initialization times together.

**Figure 5.** Comparison between new and old results in term of $\text{MAE}/\text{NP}$ as a function of forecast lead time (1–48 h ahead) for the wind power forecasts issued at 0, 6, 12 and 18 UTC for the Klim test case. A1, A2 and B1, B2 are the best 2 forecasts of the previous benchmark and the current work respectively.
In the diagram, A1 and A2 are the best 2 forecasts issued for [18], while B1 and B2 correspond to the best forecasts of the current exercise. B1 and B2 are generally better in terms of MAE, especially for the forecast horizon from 24 h to 48 h ahead. During the previous benchmark some participants used models with auto-adaptive capabilities, which can benefit e.g., from using available online data. This appears evident looking at the A1 case, outperforming the others up to 5 h ahead. For longer lead times, however, the performance of A1 degrades and remains lower than those of B1 and B2. This is likely due to an improvement in the statistical post-processing techniques adopted by B1 and B2.

Furthermore, in order to investigate the potential improvement achievable by using higher resolution forecasts for the same power plant, the organizers have performed a new forecast run using RAMS. These forecasts were not provided for the exercise: however, a comparison with its results is addressed here.

ECMWF reforecast data with 0.25° horizontal resolution were retrieved for the same 2-year period. RAMS runs starting at 12 UTC using 2 nested grids with horizontal resolution of 12 km and 4 km were performed. Therefore, higher resolutions in both boundary conditions and the limited-area model were used. A post-processing system based on an ANN [29,30] was applied to both RAMS and HIRLAM output. As a consequence, the post-processing model is similar to the one used by the winner in the exercise, even if the GLM part was not performed. For this test the same conditions imposed on the participants were maintained (i.e., missing data for the first 14 days of each month of the test period).

Figure 6 shows the MAE/NP and MAE/MP as a function of forecast lead time, calculated only for the 12 UTC model runs. The results obtained by all participants are shown in grey while the red line refers to the model chain RAMS + ANN. Results obtained by the ANN post-processing applied to HIRLAM data (HIRLAM + ANN) are also reported in blue.
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Figure 6. Error trends of the 0–48 h ahead wind power forecasts starting at 12 UTC for the Klim test case (MAE/NP % and MAE/MP %).

With 8.9% MAE/NP and 41.0% MAE/MP, RAMS + ANN allowed gaining about 0.5% of MAE/NP and 2.5% of MAE/MP on the best result observed during the exercise. The application of HIRLAM + ANN
allowed obtaining similar results as those obtained by other participants, with 9.5% MAE/NP and 43.8% MAE/MP. The application of the DM test on RAMS+ANN versus the result obtained by id06 returns a p-value of $9.2 \times 10^{-2}$, which allows rejecting the null hypothesis (i.e., RAMS+ANN results to be better than id06).

The improvement shown by RAMS+ANN provides evidence of the benefits of using a higher spatial resolution both in the boundary conditions (which have been improved in the last 10 years due to the development carried out on the ECMWF deterministic model) and also in the limited area model. However, other model improvements like data assimilation schemes and physics parameterizations can also have contributed to increase the performance.

### 4.3. Deterministic Solar Power Forecasts

Solar statistics are computed on forecast data filtered using solar height (i.e., forecasts in correspondence of lead times with solar height equal to zero are discarded). Figure 7 displays the MAE trends for Milano, calculated for the 3–72 h ahead forecast interval with 3-hourly time-steps. Two outliers behave very differently from the other models, especially during the 3–6 h ahead interval. Apart from these, a common trend between the different models is observed with the forecast errors reaching their peaks at 12 UTC of each forecast day. The difference between the error values of different models ranges between 2% and 3% of MAE/NP. The best score is obtained by id07 with an MAE/NP of 7.0% and an MAE/MP of 30.1%. The DM test applied comparing id07 with id01 (7.4% MAE/NP and 31.7% MAE/MP) returns a p-value of 0.961. It is thus difficult to state whether one model is actually more accurate than the other, and the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7.** Error trends of the 3–72 h ahead solar power forecasts starting at 12 UTC for the Milano test case (MAE/NP % and MAE/MP %).

Figure 8 shows the MAE trend for the 1–72 h ahead, hourly forecasts made for Catania with hourly time-steps.
Except for a couple of models which exhibit two peaks during early morning and late afternoon hours, all the others show a maximum MAE around 12 UTC. The differences between the models are higher than for Milano test, reaching about 5%. id07 performed again better than the others with a 5.4% MAE/NP and 14.8% MAE/MP. The result is particularly good, with almost 1% MAE/NP less than the second best result of 6.3%, achieved by id09. However, the p-value of 0.999 returned from the DM test prevents rejecting the null hypothesis.

Looking at Figures 7 and 8 one could notice that solar power forecasting error trends are strongly dependent on the daily cycle. This is due to the solar elevation trend that partly masks lead time dependent errors. Also, the meteorological model’s skill in forecasting solar irradiance and cloud coverage is not strongly dependent on lead time, and this is reflected on the power predictions. Bias values for both Milano and Catania are reported in Table 5.

Table 5. Model bias for Milano and Catania. Bias is expressed as percentage of NP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power plant</th>
<th>id01</th>
<th>id02</th>
<th>id03</th>
<th>id04</th>
<th>id05</th>
<th>id06</th>
<th>id07</th>
<th>id08</th>
<th>id09</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milano</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>-10.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catania</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Error distributions obtained by id07 are investigated using the diagrams shown in Figure 9. Comparing the two histograms with those calculated on wind power, sharper and narrower distributions for both the Milano and Catania tests are seen, which implies a higher level of predictability of solar power in this exercise. Catania, in particular, shows a pretty symmetric distribution, with forecast errors being lower than 7.5% of NP 83% of the time. The distribution obtained for Milano is less symmetric and shows a higher number of negative errors. For Milano, errors lower than 7.5% are observed in 72% of the cases.
Similarly to the wind part of the benchmark, one participant achieves the best result in both test cases in the solar application. For Milano, id07 used meteorological data provided by COST as input, then applying a quantile regression in order to estimate a clear sky production, a clear sky irradiance and a medium temperature [31]. A linear regression was also applied to explain the rate of observed clear sky production. The same method was used for Catania, with the additional step of performing a bias correction with a quantile regression, based on lead time and forecasted power. This last step was not applied to the Milano case due to the reduced amount of available data.

The other methods applied were mainly based on meteorological data provided by the organizers. A method proposed by id01 ranked third on Catania and second on Milano, using non-linear regression techniques such as random forests.

For Catania, the participant with the second best result (i.e., id09) combined the output of the RAMS model provided by COST with the WRF ARW [32] model, initialized with boundary conditions from GFS. The forecasting system was (multiple) linear regression with several explanatory variables whose coefficients are estimated from data. Different variables derived from the NWP outputs were used in the regression, and they were fitted simultaneously in one consistent model. The derived variables were: direct component of the solar radiation on the tilted panel (30°, south) from WRF, diffuse component of the solar radiation on the tilted panel from WRF, difference between direct radiation on the tilted panel obtained from WRF and RAMS, difference between diffuse radiation on the tilted panel obtained from WRF and RAMS, interaction between direct WRF radiation and cosine of the zenith angle and interaction between diffuse WRF radiation and cosine of the zenith angle.

Other participants also applied linear regression techniques: id05 used all available values from GHI and solar power, applying linear regression to derive the relevant coefficients, but the results appear less effective; id08 forecasted the power output with a regression model based on the adjusted solar irradiance incident on the PV model surface and the solar cell temperature, which were calculated with the isotropic sky model and the standard formula with nominal operating cell temperature (NOCT) respectively, obtaining average results on both plants.
Few participants applied machine-learning techniques. ANN with a back-propagation algorithm was used by id06 with average results on Milano.

It should be noted that an SVM based application performed by id04 ranked third on Catania considering only the first prediction day. However, forecasts for the 24–48 h and 48–72 h ahead were missing.

4.4. Extension to Probabilistic Wind Power Forecasts

Probabilistic forecasts were provided by a limited number of participants only for the wind test cases, in terms of quantiles of the wind power PDF for each time-step. For Abruzzo, two participants provided 19 quantiles from 5% to 95% while the third one provided nine quantiles from 10% to 90%. As previously stated, the ranking is made using the CRPS index. Rank histograms are also presented to compare statistical consistency of the different ensemble forecasts. Finally, sharpness diagrams compare the relative forecast frequencies of the different forecasts for each test case.

Figure 10 shows the CRPS calculated at each of the 3-hourly, 0–72 h ahead time-steps for the Abruzzo case. As in the deterministic evaluation, the index is expressed as a percentage of both NP and MP. Looking at the diagram, the CRPS trends of all the participants look similar. A significant diurnal cycle is evident, showing better scores during morning hours. This reflects what is observed in the deterministic evaluation. The best result, expressed as average CRPS value over the entire 0–72 h forecast horizon, is achieved by id13 with 7.0% CRPS/NP and 39.4% CRPS/MP. Only for this trend line, bootstrap confidence bars are added in order to check for statistically significant differences between the models. It appears that, for most of the time-steps, the CRPS of id13 is not significantly better than the other participants, in particular during the worst performance periods during night hours.
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Figure 10. Error trends of the 0–72 h ahead probabilistic wind power forecasts starting at 12 UTC for the Abruzzo test case (CRPS/NP % and CRPS/MP %).

Statistical consistency is checked with the rank histograms reported in Figure 11.
Figure 11. Rank histograms of the 0–72 h ahead probabilistic wind power forecasts starting at 12 UTC for the Abruzzo test case.

The different number of bins reflects the number of quantiles computed by the models: id13 delivered a wind power distribution made of 9 quantiles, while the other two participants used 19 quantiles. The vertical bars shown in the diagrams are calculated with a quantile function for a binomial distribution, in order to show a range in which deviations from the perfectly uniform distribution are still consistent with reliability. Deviations are in fact possible, since the number of samples in each bin is limited. The bars delimit the 5%–95% quantiles of the binomial distribution.

id01 shows a higher level of consistency. In fact id10 and id13 are slightly under-dispersive (i.e., over-confident) having the first and last bins more populated. In each case, it can be seen that about half of the bins with deviations from the perfect frequency still lie in the consistency range delimited by the consistency bars.

Figure 12 shows the results for the Klim test case, for which 3-hourly, 0–48 h ahead power distributions were produced. In this case id10 performs better than id01. The boot strap confidence intervals show that the differences are statistically significant for every lead time. Figure 13 reports the rank histograms calculated for the two data sets.

Figure 12. Error trends of the 0–72 h ahead probabilistic wind power forecasts starting at 0, 6, 12 and 18 UTC for the Klim test case (CRPS/NP % and CRPS/MP %).
Both models show a similar behavior and exhibit a positive bias. In fact, the first bins appear more populated than the others. This happens in particular for id10. However, the distribution obtained by id10 appears more consistent than that of id01 as demonstrated by the quantile bars, which maintain deviations from a uniform frequency within consistency for a greater number of bins.

Figure 14 shows sharpness diagrams for Abruzzo and Klim respectively. In the diagrams, the average of produced power is used as threshold value.

**Figure 13.** Rank histograms of the 0–72 h ahead probabilistic wind power forecasts starting at 0, 6, 12 and 18 UTC for the Klim test case.

**Figure 14.** Sharpness diagrams for Abruzzo (left) and Klim (right). Mean produced power is used as threshold value.
In the case of Abruzzo, id13 shows sharper forecasts than the other participants. In fact, he is able to forecast both cases with probabilities equal to 0 and 1 with higher relative frequencies. In the case of Klim, the participants show a very similar trend. id01 behaves slightly better, in fact his relative forecast frequency for probability class equal to 1 is higher than that of id10.

The forecasting method used by id13 on Abruzzo is a local quantile regression with wind speed and wind direction as predictors [3]. On Klim, id10 applied conditional kernel density estimation with a quantile-copula estimator, using forecasted wind speed and direction, hour of the day and forecast lead time as inputs [33]. 5% to 95% quantiles were computed from the forecasted PDF using numerical integration.

5. Discussion

The benchmarking exercise gathered contributions from a wide range of countries, allowing raising some interesting discussion points. For the wind power prediction part, the best result reports a 9.0% \( MAE/\text{NP} \) (50.9% \( MAE/\text{MP} \)) on the Abruzzo test case, on a 0–72 h ahead forecast horizon. On the Klim case, a 9.5% \( MAE/\text{NP} \) (43.7% \( MAE/\text{MP} \)) is observed on a 0–48 h ahead forecast range.

As previously stated, the two power plants are located in very different locations, Abruzzo in a complex-terrain site in central Italy and Klim in a flat-terrain site in Northern Denmark. The predictability conditions are in principle more favorable for Klim. Furthermore, the representativeness errors of the meteorological model, mainly due to the more complex topography of the Abruzzo wind farm, mask the decreasing predictability related to the increasing forecast lead time, i.e., the average \( MAE \) obtained by the participants on the first and on the third day ahead are quite similar.

However, it should be considered that the meteorological data provided for the Klim case were generated back in 2001 and 2002. As a consequence the \( MAE/\text{NP} \) obtained for Abruzzo, using more recent ECMWF global model data with 0.125° resolution for a complex-terrain site, followed by an effective post-processing system, is slightly lower than what was achieved for Klim. However, the Klim wind farm has a higher load factor than Abruzzo and subsequently the resulting \( MAE/\text{MP} \) value is around 7% lower for Klim.

The results for Klim are similar to those reported in [18]. A comparison between the current exercise and the results shown in [18] seems indicating that some improvements in the statistical post-processing techniques have been reached. Comparison should however be made with caution, since in [18] data availability for the wind farm was over 4 years, instead of 2 years as in the current exercise. The problem of having less recent and a lower spatial resolution in the forecast data for Klim was investigated by the organizers performing a higher resolution meteorological forecast. ECMWF reforecasts data with 0.25° horizontal resolution were retrieved for the 2-year period 2001–2002 and used as boundary conditions for a 4 km resolution run using RAMS. Then, a post-processing system based on an ANN was applied. The results show an improvement over the best result of the exercise, with a total \( MAE/\text{NP} \) about 0.5% lower. The same post-processing was also applied on the HIRLAM data for comparison, showing \( MAE/\text{NP} \) values similar to those obtained during the exercise. This allows concluding that in the Klim case, a source of improvement with respect to past forecasting systems is given by an increase in horizontal resolution of both the boundary conditions and the limited...
area model. Another explanation is the better accuracy achieved by the ECMWF forecast system in the last 10 years, not only related to the spatial resolution, but also to other model developments.

For the solar power prediction part, the best result is a 7.0% MAE/\textit{NP} (30.1% MAE/\textit{MP}) on the Milano case, for a 3–72 h ahead forecast range. On the Catania case, a 5.4% MAE/\textit{NP} (14.8% MAE/\textit{MP}) is observed on a 1–72 h ahead forecast horizon.

Also in this case the power plants are located in different areas, with different predictability conditions. In the case of Milano there are higher levels of pollution in the suburban area surrounding the plant, in which the presence of aerosol particles influences solar radiation at the ground. Catania is located in Sicily, where solar irradiance availability is usually higher than in Northern Italy. In fact, the average GHI measured at the Milano power plant for the whole test period is equal to 165.6 W/m\textsuperscript{2}, against 203.7 W/m2 measured in the Catania plant. These facts imply better predictability conditions for Catania. The role of the Etna volcano is however relevant for Catania in terms of release of volcanic ash, which may influence power production and are difficult to consider in a forecasting system. Furthermore, concerning Milano, it should also be taken into account that the training period is just 6 months instead of a full year.

Solar energy appears to be more predictable than wind energy, as demonstrated by lower error values and narrower error distributions, especially for Catania. This is due to a higher predictability of solar radiation forcing in clear sky conditions. This higher predictability of solar PV farms compared to wind farms could not be generally confirmed for other climatic conditions, \textit{i.e.}, northern Europe where the frequency of cloudy days could be higher than in Milano and Catania.

The probabilistic forecasting part of the exercise shows modest response, with just a few submissions for the wind test cases. In a way, this could be considered as an outcome of the exercise, indicating a still limited capability of the community to produce this kind of forecasts. Anyway, the results are coherent with those of the deterministic application in terms of performance quality dependence with the terrain complexity. In fact, a similar level of performance is observed between Abruzzo and Klim in terms of CRPS normalized by \textit{NP}, while the best CRPS/\textit{MP} obtained for Klim is about 7% lower than for Abruzzo due to the higher load factor of the Danish wind farm.

Finally, some considerations about computational times can be drawn. Typical time requirements to run a 3-day ahead forecast using a limited-area model are nowadays in the order of about 0.5 h or less, using parallel computing. The main source of computational expense in the modeling chain is certainly required to generate boundary conditions (\textit{e.g.}, using the ECMWF deterministic global model). Post-processing methods usually require a lower computational effort and can run on common CPUs, being able to deliver the final power forecast in just a few minutes. In case of probabilistic forecasting, additional computational effort is necessary when using ensemble meteorological models to generate multiple evolutions of a required atmospheric variable. Probabilistic forecasting based on statistical post-processing techniques applied on a single deterministic run (\textit{i.e.}, quantile regression) requires similar computational time as that of a deterministic forecast. Some evidences of what mentioned are reported in [30].
6. Conclusions

In this paper, the benchmarking exercise organized in the frame of the COST Action “WIRE” is thoroughly described. The aim of this exercise was to establish the performance achievable by using state of the art models and tools for short-term wind and solar energy forecasting. Hence, it was possible to investigate the relationship between the weather dependent power production, which is by nature highly intermittent, and the energy distribution towards the end-users. In fact, the intermittence of these energy sources and the subsequent fluctuations, caused by their constantly increasing penetration into the electric grids, increase the importance of developing the best possible weather information and forecasting techniques to predict the energy production of wind and solar power plants.

Looking back to other comparison exercises, some conclusions about the evolution of performance can be drawn. The impression is that a substantial source of improvement in the last 10 years should be addressed to the NWP progress. In fact, testing the same post-processing technique on older, lower spatial resolution and on newer, higher spatial resolution meteorological data allowed getting better results. It is tricky to draw certain conclusions from a single test case, however an increase in model performance due to higher resolution and better accuracy appears reasonable. Also, improvements in the statistical modeling seem plausible, as noticeable by comparison with previous applications on the same model data.

Regarding the different modeling techniques, in the case of wind power the most effective methods proved to be based on machine learning algorithms, which can be applied effectively to deal with non-linear relations between weather parameters and power production. Fewer participants applied machine learning techniques in the solar forecasting contest, where linear regressions have been the most used. In particular, quantile regression provided the best performances despite a low computational effort.

In general, it is still difficult to find generalized answers from such an exercise. More work using more test cases, data and models needs to be performed in order to achieve a global overview of all possible situations. Test cases located all over Europe, the US and other relevant countries should be considered, trying to represent most of the possible meteorological conditions. Furthermore, standardized evaluation procedures shall be used when doing benchmarking studies, in order to facilitate comparisons between different test cases. Generally it could be quite difficult to find large amounts of data, especially dealing with confidentiality issues. Exchange of data and information should however be facilitated, in order to really reach a global view of the situation in the renewable energy forecasting field. Moreover, solar power data used for the exercise are of public domain and could be used by the community to test their models on the same dataset. Solar data may be obtained by contacting the main author.
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